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"You had forgotten my existence!" she said, and, when
he turned to walk beside her, she added: "Dearest, Fin
glad it is possible," and said it from her heart, for it ap-
peared to her as an endorsement of their love that his work
had a new peace and continuity and that she could be alone
for many hours without feeling shut out. But of all her
joys the greatest at this time was the discovery of tran-
quillity within passion itself. The shadeless burning that
had tormented her was transformed into the ardour of a
benign summer, an ardour of which each quenching and
rene\val was as natural a miracle as nightfall and daybreak.
All the barbs had gone from desire, yet was desire itself
continually deepened and enriched. The impulse to resist,
the humiliation of being compelled by her own hungers to
surrender, the core of resentment in this delight, were gone;
to hear Lewis's approach by the tower-stair, to feel her
pulses quicken and a current of expectancy leap from brain
to limbs, to lose her breath when he uncovered her body,
to be caught into a tumult of consciousness without thought
when his silence was upon her, was now to her as un-
stained with misgiving as the stretching out of a hand into
the sun.
Because the earth and all men in it were revealing them-
selves anew to her, and nothing seemed stale or used or
finally accepted, but everything, however familiar, came
to her with the offer of fresh secrets, Julie was visited by
a sense of being at once very old and very young—very
young in her eagerness to seize every instant of each new
day, to lose none of the sparkle of existence beneath the
grey mists of half-thought, very old in her having passed
beyond a former life upon which she now looked back with
smiling curiosity, wondering how to identify herself with it.
"All men are children/* she had heard women say and
had dismissed the phrase as a formula of sentimentality,
but she understood now that there was a fascination, and
a cause of love, in watching a man grow, in remarking the
changes in him and his slow awakening to truths that she
had already perceived. It seemed strange to her, whose
mind was retentive and logical, that Lewis should so often

